2002 chevy trailblazer interior

See the Back button â€” blue bar at the very top of the page â€” to explore more. Add your
complaint? The contact owns a Chevrolet trailer Blazer. The contact stated that the instrument
cluster panel was replaced three times for a recurring failure. The vehicle was not repaired. The
approximate failure mileage was 15, and the current mileage was 74, Add Complaint. The
contact owns a Chevrolet Trailblazer. The contact stated that the instrument panel cluster fails
to work properly on occasion. As a result, most of the gauges and the tail lights do not work,
with the exception of the service engine light, turn signal indicators, and the instrument panel
cluster back-lighting. The vehicle has not been repaired. The failure mileage was 50, and current
mileage was 98, When the electrical systems shut down, it affected the gauges as well. The
defroster would not operate on high and the rear wipers failed at times. The consumer stated
after he disconnected the battery and re-tested it, everything worked fine. The contact stated
that the instrument panel and radio lights failed to illuminate without warning. The vehicle still
operated normally without interior lighting. The vehicle was not diagnosed by the dealer. The
contact would be responsible for the repairs. The vehicle is currently at his residence and has
not been repaired. The current and failure mileages were 79, The consumer also stated the
four-wheel shift knob on the dash flashed from all-wheel, four-wheel to low-wheel drive while
driving on the highway at any rate of speed. If the contact does not unhook the battery post
each night, the vehicle will not start in the mornings. She purchased a new battery, but the
failure persists. The front passenger side of the vehicle near the tire makes a roaring sound
intermittently. Neither weather nor speed were factors. The contact believes that the gas tank is
leaking fuel because it is burning more fuel. The vehicle was not taken to a Chevrolet dealer, but
was taken to the dealer from where the vehicle was purchased. The mechanic stated that the
vehicle was experiencing electrical failure and should be taken to the dealer. The current
mileage was , and failure mileage was , The dashboard panel illuminated intermittently. The
failure prevented the dashboard from displaying the speedometer and tachometer.
Occasionally, the tachometer and speedometer displayed incorrect speeds. Although this
vehicle was excluded from the recall, the contact did not feel obligated to pay for the repairs
since General Motors was aware of the recall. The current mileage was 72,, and failure mileage
was 71, The contact stated she did not see smoke until she pulled the vehicle over to the side of
the road. The contact stated approximately three minutes after exiting the vehicle she saw a fire
underneath the steering wheel. The fire department informed the contact the cause of the fire
was an electrical problem underneath the steering inside the dash board. The vehicle was
unable to be driven. The contact stated her insurance company inspected the vehicle. The
vehicle currently had miles. Consumer provided pictures of the damaged vehicle and incident
report. The vehicle was not included in the recall due to the VIN. The consumer went to the
dealer for a recall on the tail light and once the consumer left the dealership, it was discovered
that the tail light was not repaired. The dealer was contacted and they stated that the problem
was now the consumer's and refused to repair vehicle, per the service manager. Purchased Feb
1, Since then have had nothing but problems. Had into 4 different dearlerships fixing many
problems but after each visit another problem occurs. Problem fixed, however after I picked it
up then the current problem began. I could go on and on with the problems that I have had.
Present problem is that whenever I turn on the heat it dies out with no warningjust stops and
stalls. Dealership says they fixd it but upon pick up the problem still exists. Gone to pick it up 2
times, but when I start it and put on heat, it dies all over again even after dealership claims they
fixed it. I live in Chicago and it has been a cold winter. Almost caused a crash on another
expressway on way home from having the airbag sensor and a complete brake job done and all
fluids changed. It is my only vehicle and I am still paying dearly for it but lately cannot even use
it as it remains in one dealership after another at my expense. I will not purchase another
vehicle from GM. I need help and answers as I am not getting anywhere even with this vehicle
still under warranty. There is a knock in the engine of my vehicle. The new engine with the new
design of the pistons straight layout is making my engine have a continuous knock. My four
wheel drive does not work due to a electrical short in the dash harness. Wire harness is located
behind dash. Tail lights constantly burning out. Electrical system located near dash. Lights are
constantly going out and may have a short in the electrical unit. Since purchase Feb. It is very
prominent during slow speeds, such as in parking lots and when beginning to accelerate from a
stop. Representatives at dealer's service dept. Have told me that this is "normal with
Trailblazers". Vehicle experienced intermittent starting problems. Vehicle was taken to the
dealer for a recall 03V repairs concerning instrument panel cluster in may of Vehicle is still
having the same problem, and is currently with the dealer fred beans Chevrolet. Consumer
received a recall notice 03V subject: Instrument panel cluster. Wiring harness burned up.
Caused damage to control panel, dash, computer system. Entire vehicle gutted to replace
wiring. A door panel was broken in process. Several rattles now exist. We were told there was

no way of knowing if electrical problem would occur again. GM agreed for repurchase. Also
wanted us to pay out of pocket, buy back amount said we would be reimburced, but would not
put it in writing. While driving instrument panel completely shorted out. There was no
illumination in the dash. Took vehicle to dealer, problem has not been resolved. Make Model
Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Its
Automatic transmission and Gas I6 4. Find this vehicle with only miles! Safety options include
Adjustable intermittent windshield wipers, Front wipers intermittent , Front airbags dual ,
Programmable pwr door locks, Side airbags front. This vehicle has a 4. This model gleams with
an elegant silver clear coated finish. The Chevrolet TrailBlazer is rear wheel drive. This vehicle
is equipped with a gasoline engine. This Chevrolet TrailBlazer has an automatic transmission.
Anti-lock brakes will help you stop in an emergency. This mid-sized SUV is perfect for your next
adventure. Now offering Mohr to your Door! Don't want to get out? Or can't? We will bring the
car to you! And all the paperwork! We are open online and at the store. Odometer is miles below
market average! Don't miss out on massive savings. Recent Arrival! Sweet Wheels! Great
Deals!. Good or Bad credit we can help. The number one used car dealer in the new Downtown
district - Stop in and see why! Sold brand new by Michael's Chevrolet of Issaquah, this Car-Fax
Certified 0 accidents, and 22 service records is a terrific find! To find one of these, this clean
with no accidents, that has been maintained meticulously, a rare find indeed. All the options on
this 4-wheel drive beauty. Smooth, comfortable, fully serviced, this is a great value in this price
range. Hendrick Affordable, Excellent Condition. Our commitment to you is to always offer the
highest quality vehicle and purchase experience with the most competitive price on Greensboro
autos. Horsepower calculations based on trim engine configuration. Please confirm the
accuracy of the included equipment by calling us prior to purchase. This Dealership checks the
vehicle recall status prior to making any pre-owned vehicle available for sale. Sold AS-IS; no
warranty. Buyer pays for inspection and, desired repairs. Lot test drives only. Cash only; NO
financing. Buyer registers at DMV. No sales to, Mass. Out of state buyer must trailer home.
Warranty included on all vehicles except 'wholesale'. Credit Problems are NO Problem!
Accepting all trade-ins including boats, campers, classic cars, commercial vehicles and more!
Contact Chris Swanson at for more information. Price does not include tax, registration fees
and conveyance fee. Your search has found yourself this great deal from the best used car
dealership. First, and most importantly we have the best prices in Michigan. In addition, our
prices are no haggle and often below wholesale prices. We will show you the price comparison
of our vehicle versus the competition so you can see for yourself what a great deal you're
getting. You will also be given a CarFax vehicle history report free of charge. Our store has been
reliable and trusted for our 90 years in business. Schafer Chevrolet is the only dealer to give
you all this! Our inventory moves fast! So get off the internet now, and give us a call or come in!
You'll be glad you did! Limited to miles after purchase. Stop in today or call to schedule a test
drive. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to
show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show
local listings. Year s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission
Automatic Engine Type Gas Cylinders 3 cylinders 90 6 cylinders 8 cylinders 9. Interior Color
Black Gray. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently
added listings. No accidents. Price Drop. Check Availability. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings.
Overall Consumer Rating. The best SUV we have ever owned. Our Chevy Trailblazer is just
about to hit , Miles on the odometer. We have done regular maintenance every 3, miles. We have
had only one minor issue, which was a coil pack. Everything else about this vehicle has been
perfect. Ours is our daily driver and is garage kept. I tend to do around miles of driving on it
each day. It is an amazing truck. Sign Up. So how do you find out what problems are occurring?
Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in
advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on
Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. The contact owns a Chevrolet
Trailblazer. The contact stated that the instrument panel cluster fails to work properly on
occasion. As a result, most of the gauges and the tail lights do not work, with the exception of
the service engine light, turn signal indicators, and the instrument panel cluster back-lighting.
The vehicle has not been repaired. The failure mileage was 50, and current mileage was 98,
When the electrical systems shut down, it affected the gauges as well. The defroster would not
operate on high and the rear wipers failed at times. The consumer stated after he disconnected
the battery and re-tested it, everything worked fine. The contact stated that the instrument panel
and radio lights failed to illuminate without warning. The vehicle still operated normally without
interior lighting. The vehicle was not diagnosed by the dealer. The contact would be responsible
for the repairs. The vehicle is currently at his residence and has not been repaired. The current
and failure mileages were 79, The consumer also stated the four-wheel shift knob on the dash

flashed from all-wheel, four-wheel to low-wheel drive while driving on the highway at any rate of
speed. The dashboard panel illuminated intermittently. The failure prevented the dashboard
from displaying the speedometer and tachometer. Occasionally, the tachometer and
speedometer displayed incorrect speeds. Although this vehicle was excluded from the recall,
the contact did not feel obligated to pay for the repairs since General Motors was aware of the
recall. The current mileage was 72,, and failure mileage was 71, Search CarComplaints. The
contact stated she did not see smoke until she pulled the vehicle over to the side of the road.
The contact stated approximately three minutes after exiting the vehicle she saw a fire
underneath the steering wheel. The fire department informed the contact the cause of the fire
was an electrical problem underneath the steering inside the dash board. The vehicle was
unable to be driven. The contact stated her insurance company inspected the vehicle. The
vehicle currently had miles. Consumer provided pictures of the damaged vehicle and incident
report. The consumer went to the dealer for a recall on the tail light and once the consumer left
the dealership, it was discovered that the tail light was not repaired. The dealer was contacted
and they stated that the problem was now the consumer's and refused to repair vehicle, per the
service manager. Purchased Feb 1, Since then have had nothing but problems. Had into 4
different dearlerships fixing many problems but after each visit another problem occurs.
Problem fixed, however after I picked it up then the current problem began. I could go on and on
with the problems that I have had. Present problem is that whenever I turn on the heat it dies out
with no warningjust stops and stalls. Dealership says they fixd it but upon pick up the problem
still exists. Gone to pick it up 2 times, but when I start it and put on heat, it dies all over again
even after dealership claims they fixed it. I live in Chicago and it has been a cold winter. Almost
caused a crash on another expressway on way home from having the airbag sensor and a
complete brake job done and all fluids changed. It is my only vehicle and I am still paying dearly
for it but lately cannot even use it as it remains in one dealership after another at my expense. I
will not purchase another vehicle from GM. I need help and answers as I am not getting
anywhere even with this vehicle still under warranty. Electrical system located near dash. Lights
are constantly going out and may have a short in the electrical unit. Since purchase Feb. It is
very prominent during slow speeds, such as in parking lots and when beginning to accelerate
from a stop. Representatives at dealer's service dept. Have told me that this is "normal with
Trailblazers". Vehicle experienced intermittent starting problems. Vehicle was taken to the
dealer for a recall 03V repairs concerning instrument panel cluster in may of Vehicle is still
having the same problem, and is currently with the dealer fred beans Chevrolet. Consumer
received a recall notice 03V subject: Instrument panel cluster. Wiring harness burned up.
Caused damage to control panel, dash, computer system. Entire vehicle gutted to replace
wiring. A door panel was broken in process. Several rattles now exist. We were told there was
no way of knowing if electrical problem would occur again. GM agreed for repurchase. Also
wanted us to pay out of pocket, buy back amount said we would be reimburced, but would not
put it in writing. While driving instrument panel completely shorted out. There was no
illumination in the dash. Took vehicle to dealer, problem has not been resolved. Not what you
are looking for? Search for something else:. Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET.
Need your part faster? Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest
quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding
customers' expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help.
Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you
step-by-step through your repair. This part will only fit a vehicle with these options. If your
vehicle isn't listed, close the window to return to search. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model.
Search by Vehicle. Select your vehicle. Year Make Model Search. Shop by Part. Narrow The
Number Of Models Shown By Telling Us The Year Filter Models by Year Year Choose your
Chevrolet Model. Chevrolet is a registered trademark of General Motors Company. See all
trademarks. Guaranteed To Fit Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto
parts enforced to the strictest product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers'
expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional
Video Library Thousands of how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide
you step-by-step through your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select
your year, make, model to find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this
Part will fit. Year Orders ship same day when ordered by 2pm ET. Need your part faster?
Choose expedited shipping at checkout. Providing you the highest quality, direct fit
replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest product standards. Exceeding customers'
expectations every day, our team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Thousands of
how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through
your repair. This part will only fit a vehicle with these options. If your vehicle isn't listed, close

the window to return to search. Clear vehicle X. Year Make Model. Search by Vehicle. Select
your vehicle. Year Make Model Search. Chevrolet Trailblazer Interior. What year is your Year.
Shop by Make. Free Same Day Shipping. View: 15 5 10 25 Filter by Vehicle. Year Part Type.
Auxiliary Outlet. Auxiliary Outlet Plug Cover. Backup Camera. Brake Pedal Pad. Cargo Mat.
Cargo Organizer. Center Console Latch Lid Lock. Center Console Lid. Combination Switch.
Complete Carpet. Cup Holder Insert. DVD Remote Control. Dash Camera. Door Panel Fasteners.
Emergency Auto Safety Tool. Flashlight Holder. Flex Light. Floor Mat. Heated Blanket. High
Tone High Output Horn. High Tone Horn. High and Low Tone Horn Pair. Inside Rear View Mirror.
Instrument Cluster Repair Kit. Interior Door Handle. Interior Door Handle Bezel. Interior Door
Handle Set. LED Dimmer Control. Light Pods. Lighter Socket. Low Tone High Output Horn. Low
Tone Horn. Lumbar Adjustment Knob. Neutral Safety Switch. Neutral Safety Switch 4 Wire Plug.
Neutral Safety Switch 7 Wire Plug. Phone Holder. Portable Charger. Rear Compartment Pull
Latch. Rocker Switch Housing Kit. Seat Back Trash Bin. Seat Bottom Heater Kit. Seat Cover.
Seat Switch Panel. Seat Trim Panel. Switch Bezel. Switch Cover. Vent Storage. Window
Regulator. Window Regulator Set. Wireless Charging Pad. Armor All. Auto Custom Carpets.
Battery Doctor. Coby Electronics. Comfy Cruise. Custom Accessories. DIY Solutions. General
Motors OEM. Go Gear. LED Innovation. Performance Tool. Rugged Ridge. Standard Motor
Products. Wells Vehicle Electronics. Floor Mat Fitment. Cut to Fit. Set Quantity. Carpet Color.
Multi Color. Navy Blue. Red Plaid. Ultra Bright Blue. Ultra Bright Red. Ultra Bright White.
Regulator Option. Mirror Glass Type. Standard View. Seat Option. Low Back. Lighting Size.
Promotional Items. Filter Results. Part : 1AICO Add to Cart. Part : 1ADHS Operation: Power
Regulator Option: with Motor view more. Part : 1AWRG Operation: Power Regulator Option:
without Motor view more. Color: Black Finish: Textured view more. Part : 1ADHI Chevrolet is a
registered trademark of General Motors Company. See all trademarks. Guaranteed To Fit
Providing you the highest quality, direct fit replacement auto parts enforced to the strictest
product standards. USA Customer Support Exceeding customers' expectations every day, our
team of passionate auto enthusiasts are here to help. Instructional Video Library Thousands of
how-to auto repair videos specific to year, make and model guide you step-by-step through
your repair. Terms of Use Privacy Policy. Narrow Your Results: Select your year, make, model to
find parts that fit Before proceeding, select your Vehicle, to verify this Part will fit. A majority of
all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and
rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been
collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car
shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For
more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better
purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped
used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American
cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with
the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies,
service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to
publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent
reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the
Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
96 chevy silverado exhaust
2006 chrysler 300 starter removal
2000 yamaha 4 wheeler
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

